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Geology Ecosystems
26 January 2007
7th class meeting

Environmental Biology (ECOL 206)
University of Arizona, spring 2007

Kevin Bonine, Ph.D.
Anna Tyler, Graduate TA

- Geology basics
- Ecosystems con’t

26 Jan READINGS:
Ricklefs Ch7 – Ecosystems and Nutrient Cycling
Geology reading (by Chronic) on website
Costanza et al. 1997, Leopold excerpt
Monday 29 Jan:
One reading and a link on your website

Lab 24/26 Jan:
Ishmael for lab on 24 or 26 January 

(questions on website)
Lab 31 Jan/ 02 Feb:
Ecological Footprint (link and 
instructions on website)

http://eebweb.arizona.edu/courses/Ecol206/206_Page2007.html
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Ecological Footprint Homework: 
for Lab 31 Jan or 02 Feb 
(Links on your course website)

1. Calculate your Ecological Footprint at:

http://www.earthday.net/footprint/index.asp

2. Calculate your Ecological Footprint a second time, 
but pretend you live in a different country (be 
creative about choosing your other country)

Bring the calculated numbers 
(in hectares & acres) to lab.

(and bring your calculator 
to lab too!)
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NY Times, Fashion and Style
January 25, 2007
Can Polyester Save the World? 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL
WOKING, England

“JOSEPHINE COPELAND and her 20-year-old daughter, 
Jo Jo, visited Primark at the Peacock Center mall here, in 
the London suburbs, to buy presents for friends, but 
ended up loaded with clothes for themselves: boots, a 
cardigan, a festive blouse, and a long silver coat with faux 
fur trim, which cost £12 but looks like a million bucks. “If it 
falls apart, you just toss it away!” said Jo Jo, proudly 
wearing her purchase. 

Environmentally, that is more and more of a problem. “
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Sedimentary
(Layers)

Igneous
(Extrusive Magma)

Igneous
(Intrusive Magma)

Metamorphic
(Heat and Pressure)

3 Types of Rock
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Earth is 4.5 billion years old

Precambrian

Paleozoic 
(Fishes)

Mesozoic
(Reptiles)

Cenozoic
(Mammals)

Recent

Biogeologic Timescale
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Distribution of Organisms

a. Physiological Tolerances
- Temperature
- Precipitation

b. Survival and Reproduction
- Natural Selection
- Adaptation

c. Dispersal Ability
- amphibs rarely cross saltwater barriers

d. Historical Accident (including vicariance events)
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Terrestrial Biomes

(Forest, Desert, Grassland, Tundra, etc.)
Biotic (~Vegetative) Communities

Climate
1. Temperature
2. Precipitation
(3. Soil type)

- Latitude
- Altitude

Miller 2003 3-5

8Groom et al. 2006

~ Whittaker Biome Diagram
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Plate Tectonics

Fat on Chicken Broth?

10
Campbell 1993
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Zug et al. 2001

Holarctic

Gondwana

Pangaea

Laurasia
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Alfred Wegener, 
winter 1912-1913

Crustal Plates moving 
1-12 cm / year

1960s - Harry Hess (1962) and R.Deitz (1961)

1929 - Holmes, Magma Convection

Theory of Plate Tectonics
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"Scientists still do not appear to understand sufficiently that all earth 
sciences must contribute evidence toward unveiling the state of our planet 
in earlier times, and that the truth of the matter can only be reached by 
combing all this evidence. . . It is only by combing the information 
furnished by all the earth sciences that we can hope to determine 'truth' 
here, that is to say, to find the picture that sets out all the known facts in 
the best arrangement and that therefore has the highest degree of 
probability. Further, we have to be prepared always for the possibility that 
each new discovery, no matter what science furnishes it, may modify the 
conclusions we draw." 

Alfred Wegener. The Origins of Continents and Oceans (4th edition) 
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1887-1948

http://www.aldoleopold.org/Biography/Biography.htm

Aldo Leopold Foundation 
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Leopold

Thinking like a mountain
“ a mountain lives in mortal fear of its deer”

The planet will survive, will we?
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Aldo Leopold Land Ethic

-land ethic enlarges the community
to include biota

-processes
-evolutionary/ecological biology

-scale of perturbation (temporal, spatial)
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“a thing is right when it tends to preserve 
the integrity, stability, and beauty of the 
biotic community.  It is wrong when it 
tends otherwise”

Aldo Leopold
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Aldo Leopold Land Ethic

-land pyramid
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“Whether you will or not

You are a King, Tristram, for you are one

Of the time-tested few that leave the world,

When they are gone, not the same place it was.

Mark what you leave.”

As quoted in Leopold, 1949
p. 261 (The Land Ethic)
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Costanza et al. 1997
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Lesser long-nosed bat (Leptonycteris curasoae) 
pollinating saguaro flower (Carnegia gigantea) 
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Costanza et al. 1997

$33 trillion/yr (16-54)
Global GNP = $18 trillion

[excluded non-renewable]

Gas regulation $1.3 trillion
Disturbance reg. $1.8 trillion
Waste treatment $2.3 trillion
Nutrient cycling $17 trillion

Marine Services $20.9 trillion
(coastal $10.6 trillion)

Forests $4.7 trillion
Wetlands $4.9 trillion

EXTERNALITIES
“outside the market”
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Costanza et al. 
1997
Table 1

24Costanza et al. 1997  Table 2


